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ABSTRACT
The

kinetic

of the coupled enzymatic reaction involving monomeric yeast

study

hexokinase PII (HK) and yeast glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH) yields a Michaelis
constant of 0.15

±

0.01

mM for D-glucose.

At

pH

8.7

HK

is

present in

monomeric form. The

addition of polyethylene glycol (PEG), to the reaction mixture increased the affinity of
glucose, independent of

MW of the PEG from 2000

to 10000.

The osmotic

stress exerted

HK
by

for

PEG

can be used to measure the change in number of water molecules that accompany enzyme
conformational changes (Rand, et

1993). Results indicate that the

al.,

G-6-PDH

is

not osmotically

sensitive

and thus, the change in the number of PEG-inaccessible water molecules (ANw)

measured

in the coupled reaction is only the difference

free conformations

ANw ~ 450

of HK.

with

PEGs of

between the glucose-bound and glucose-

MW

> 2000 under

binding (Reid and Rand, 1997) and kinetic assays. The contribution water

of ATP (Km = 0.24 + 0.02
(for

osmotic pressures

displaced

dimeric

ANw

<

mM) has

It

to

was determined

under low pressures.

been examined.

It

was found

may play in the binding

that in this case

ANw =

2.8x10* dynes/cm^), suggesting no additional numbers of waters are

when ATP binds

HK.

also

conditions for both

HK.

Osmotic pressure experiments were also performed with

that

both the monomeric and dimeric forms of HK give the same

If this large

that the flexibility is not reduced

ANw is

due

to conformational flexibility,

upon dimerization of the enzyme.

it

would appear

INTRODUCTION

Many hexokinases, which have been described
in molecular mass,

al.,

isoenzymes

PI, PII

is

known

and often

to

is

monomers

catalysis

al.,

1975; Mayes, et

al.,

and Teeter, 1993). Understanding the
undergo helps elucidate

et

Hexokinase

of the &st step

in the

Li addition to phosphorylating glucose,

and repression of

how

by a deep glucose and ATP binding

1982; Tamura, et

al.,

1988).

486
cleft

Interactions with water are

maintenance of protein structure and enzyme activity (Roe

of water on the conformational changes

effects

that proteins

these proteins fimction in an aqueous environment (Gerstein and

Hydration of several biological systems including a variety of conformational

changes in channels (Bezrukov and Vodyanoy, 1993; Rayner,
1990), haemoglobin (Colombo, et

al.,

cell.

are comprised structurally of a single polypeptide chain of

critical for correct folding,

1998).

of isoenzymes (Cardenas,

specifically involved in the transcriptional induction

residues folded in a bilobular structure separated

Levitt,

differ

by glucose (Mayordomo and Sanz, 2001).

PI and PII

(Fletterick, et

of different species,

have two physiological roles in the

pathway (Mayordomo and Sanz, 2001).

different genes

considered

exist as a mixture

and glucokinase are responsible for the

hexokinase PII (HK)

Hk

distribution,

Yeast hexokinase

1998).

glycolytic

and tissue

in various tissues

al.,

1992)

,

DNA (Choe,

et al., 1992;

et al.,

Zimmerberg,

et al.,

1994) and hexokinase (Rand,

et

1993; Reid and Rand, 1997) have been investigated through the application of osmotic

pressure.

2
Initial

osmotic

when glucose
osmotic

is

sti-ess

studies with

bound water

is 'lost'.

inaccessible water molecules are

al.

(1993) demonstrated that

Subsequent studies by Reid and Rand (1997), refined the

technique with hexokinase to demonstrate that as

stress

Hexokinase

HK conducted by Rand et

removed when glucose binds

much

to the

326

as

polypeptide chain (Bennett and Steitz, 1978); (b)

change upon substrate binding

it

(Steitz, et al., 1981); (c)

1978; Kuser, et

The

Rand

al.,

it

it

was hypothesized

that

HK

and Rand, 1997). Therefore,

compartments around

HK in solution than in the

with a subunit mass of approximately 50

associated

conformational

dimerization of

present

more than

a single

known

(Bennett and

with

the

of Reid and

number measured

in the

flexible than the static

PEG maybe excluded

from much larger water

crystal structure.

HK

HK

work has focused on comparing

investigation

may be more

KDa (Maity and Jarori,

number of water molecules
flexibility, will

is far

in solution

crystal structure (Reid

ANw? The

(a)

is

discriminates against water as a substrate

monomeric hexokinase

Since a change in 326 water molecules

crystal structures,

it

2000).

present research aims to extend the

(1997).

% polymer

imdergoes a cleft-closing conformational

(Koshland, 1970) and (d) both the open and closed crystal structures are

Steitz,

10

open form of HK monomers.

a particularly good candidate for an osmotic stress study as

is

±

cleft

In vivo,

1997).

closure

HK

exists as a

If the large

(ANw)

is

dimer

change in the

a reflection of

diminish flexibility and result in a reduced

the conformational flexibility of the

monomer

and the dimer through the commonly used coupled reaction (hexokinase/glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase) and fluorescent assay studies.

phosphate dehydrogenase and

In addition, osmotic sensitivities

ATP binding were also investigated.

of glucose-6-

LITERATURE REVIEW

Discovery ofHexokinase

The

activation of glycolysis in

muscle was

first

observed by Meyerhof (1927) with the

addition of a protein extracted fi-om baker's yeast (Ureta, et

designated

as

D-hexose 6-phosphotransferase (EC

extremely important biologically, as

it is

al.,

2.7.1.1)

responsible for the

first

1987). This protein has since been

or hexokinase.

of different

species.

exist as a mixture

characteristic

and

(III)

These hexokinases

many

differ in

of isoenzymes (Cardenas,

all

D

Isoenzymes A,

and

C

are

is

et

al.,

1998).

glucokinase (Cardenas, et

monomers of 100 KDa, while

and 2-deoxyglucose (Cardenas,

Hexokinase isoenzymes appear

or

B

to

be

tissues

al.,

and are designated

A (I), B

(U),

1998; Tsai and Wilson, 1996).

D is a monomer of 50 KDa.
firictose

The

four

but can also act on mannose

et al., 1998).

Multiple hexokinases were

Pn

Subsequent to

molecular mass, and tissue distribution, and often

isoenzymes have the same relative specificity for glucose and

A,

1998).

animals but have also been found in green plants and several invertebrate

(IV) which

B

al.,

hexokinases have been described in various tissues

Four isoenzymes have been reported in vertebrate

species.

C

of

yeast,

is

step of the glycolytic pathway, the

phosphorylation of glucose to glucose-6-phosphate (Cardenas, et

Meyerhof s pioneering work with

Hexokinase

initially

demonstrated in yeast, having three isoenzymes PI or

and glucokinase (Trayser and Colowick, 1961).

These hexokinase designations were

assigned by Schulze and Colowick (1969) according to the order of elution fi-om DEAE-cellulose

columns. Hexokinase PI and PII (HK) exist as separate, non-interconvertible isoenzymes (Schmidt

and Colowick, 1973) that are structurally dimers with a subunit mass of approximately 50

KDa

4

(Maity and

(Stachelek, et

al.,

Hexokinase PI and PII have 378 out of 485 residues identical

1997).

Jarori,

1986) an overall homology of approximately

76%

in their amino-acid sequences

(Kuser,etal., 1999).

All hexokinase isoenzymes catalyze the phosphorylation of hexose sugars as seen in the

following reaction:

HK +ATP + hexose M
The main focus of this study

is

HK+ hexose-6-phosphate + ADP

yeast (Sac. Cerevisiae) hexokinase PII (HK), and therefore flirther

discussion will be restricted to this particular isoenzyme.

Physiological Roles ofHexokinase PII

Yeast hexokinase isoenzyme PII (HK)

HK is

1) responsible for the catalysis

of the

is

known

first

to

have two physiological roles in the

step in the glycolytic

cell.

pathway (Mayordomo and

Sanz, 2001) and 2) involved in the transcriptional induction and repression of different genes

HK is

glucose

(Mayordomo and Sanz, 2001).

the

step in glycolysis is the transport

first

critical for

not shared

by

(Rolland, et

all

al.,

1985).

al.,

2001).

cell

membrane and

The second

role

its

subsequent

of hexokinase

isoenzymes mentioned above. Repression by glucose specifically requires
2001).

repression and that

al.,

glucose metabolism in yeast cells since

of glucose across the

phosphorylation to glucose-6-phosphate (Diderich, et

Mutant

HK

by

is

HK

studies suggest that hexokinase is involved in glucose

HK synthesis is regulated in coordination with glucose repression (Frohlich, et

Nuclear localization

is

necessary for signalling glucose repression (Rolland, et

al.,

5
2001), where
Therefore,

HK

participates in a regulatory

DNA-protein complex (Diderich,

2001).

et al.,

HK seems to have two domains, one involved in regulating glucose repression and one

for glucose phosphorylation (Frohlich, et

985).

al., 1

Yeast Hexokinase Structure

Hexokinase PI and PII monomers are

structurally

comprised of a single polypeptide chain

of 486 residues folded in a bilobular structure separated by a deep glucose-binding
lA)

(Fletterick, et al., 1975;

Mayes,

et

al.,

1982; Tamura, et

al.,

1988).

cleft

(Figure

The binding of glucose

induces a conformational change of the en2yme in which the small lobe rotates 12° (up to 8 A)
relative to the large lobe, resulting in partial closure

1978; Mayes, et

al.,

1982; Tamura, et

This conformational change
catalysis (Woolfitt, et

al.,

Evidence of necessary
crystallography studies

et al.

1988),

al.,

is

IB) (Bennett and

Steitz,

1988).

is essential for

hexokinase activity (Anderson,

et al., 1978).

by

HK has been presented by low-resolution x-ray

et al. (1978).

Using o-toluoylglucosamine (OTG) Anderson

cleft closure for catalysis

demonstrated that both the substrate glucose and

open conformation of HK.

cleft (Figure

a classic example for the enayme induced-fit mechanism of

which

by Anderson

of the

However,

HK

is

OTG

dock

in the

same

orientation in the

unable to catalyze the phosphorylation of the 6-

hydroxyl group of OTG due to the presence of a bulky toluoyl group; therefore making
unable to induce the conformational change that occurs with glucose.

it

sterically

A)

^<»

B)

Figure

1.

A) Computer generated

representation of yeast

HK monomer in the (open state) nonHK monomer in the (closed)

glucose bound conformation (Reid, 1995). B) Representation of yeast

glucose bound state (Reid, 1995). This model was generated using the computer package Quanta.

HK is graphically depicted as yellow space filling model while glucose is the red structure.

Glucose and ATP Bindim Sites

Kuser

et al.

(2000) have solved the crystal structure of

refined, correct,

amino acid sequence with no

glucose binding

site

(Anderson,

et al.,

on the new

correct

HK

to

recognition, the closure of the cleft

model

is

in very close agreement with previous studies

on Figure 2 (Kuser,

1981).

glucose complex (Tamura,
conformational change

et al.,

After the

et al., 2000).

initial

ATP

al.,

to the extent that

it

1999).

Shoham and

The
al.,

can't enter or leave the

normally binds to the resulting partially closed enzyme-

1988). In addition,

may accompany ATP

it

has been suggested that an additional

binding (Kuser, et

al.,

2000), bringing the two

and

Jarori,

Steitz, 1980).

ATP binding site is located near one of the

1990; Fletterick, et

al.,

p-sheets in the small lobe of

1975; Maity and Jarori, 1997; Tamura, et

determined through both fluorescent and non-fluorescent
experiments (Maity and Jarori, 1997; Tamura, et
in the smaller lobe

formation.

glucose

After this cleft

substrates in close proximity for a direct phosphoryl group transfer to occur (Maity

1997;

site

between the large and small lobe bring Thr*^^ and Lys'^^ of the

becomes surrounded by hexokinase

site (Steitz, et al.,

a

The

substrate or competitive inhibitor bound.

small lobe within hydrogen binding distances of the glucose (Kuser, et

binding

losing

1978) with Asp^" identified as the catalytic base. The entire glucose binding

(residues 153-173) is highlighted in blue

closure, glucose

2.2-A resolution

moves

into the active site

The complete ATP binding site

al.,

1988),

al.,

1988).

HK (Arora, et

The

site

has been

ATP (PLP-AMP)

analogue binding

which demonstrate

that Lys'^' located

upon ternary complex

(i.e.

HK/Glucose/ATP)

(residues 410-440) has been subsequently identified

Figure

2.

Computer generated representation of yeast HK monomer

in the (open state) non-

glucose bound conformation. This model was generated using the Protein Data Base structure and
visualized with the computer

program RasMol©. HK is graphically depicted in CPK colours while
and ATP (410-440) binding site are visualized in blue and green

the glucose (residues 153-173)
respectively.

9
(Kuser, et

2000) and

al.,

been likened

is

highlighted in green

to the actin fold structural

on Figure

2.

The ATP-binding

motif seen both in actin and in a 70

that serves as a nucleotide binding function

of HK has

site

kDa heat shock protein

(Wilson and Schwab, 1996).

Glucose and ATP Binding Order

There

universal agreement that the

is

first

proceeds via a ternary complex, however there
reaction follows a

random

1996). In an ordered

is

step in glycolysis catalyzed

considerable disagreement about whether the

addition of substrates or an ordered

pathway the addition of one

by hexokinase

pathway (Wilson and Schwab,

specific substrate occurs before another substrate

can bind, and similarly, dissociation of a certain substrate must occur before another substrate can
dissociate (Boyer

and

In comparison, a

Silverstein, 1963).

random

(Bi-Bi)

pathway would be the

addition of substrates in a non-specific order (Boyer and Silverstein, 1963).

description of

binding

first

HK

substrate binding has

debate

is

been random but with a strong preference for sugar

(Wilson and Schwab, 1996). The controversy over mechanism of substrate addition

exists not only for yeast

this

The most common

HK,

but also for other hexokinases in different organisms.

seen for hexokinase PII in

1987; Ganson and

rat

In particular,

Uver where both a random addition (Bass and Fromm,

Fromm, 1985) and an ordered mechanism

(Gregoriou, et

al.,

1986) have been

proposed.

Random mechanism ofsubstrate addition

Several

studies

Silverstein, 1963;

support

the

Fromm and Zewe,

random mechanism of
1962; Rudolph and

Fromm,

substrate

1971).

addition

(Boyer and

The argument presented

10

by Dannenberg and Cleland (1975) using the
one such example of a random mechanism.
glucose binding

first,

inert,

It

dead-end inhibitor Cr-ATP binding studies

was reasoned

Cr-ATP should be a competitive

that if the reaction

inhibitor

competitive inhibitor of glucose (Dannenberg and Cleland, 1975).

were random, the Cr-ATP would be a non-competitive
inhibitor

of Mg-ATP.

It

inhibitor

were ordered with

Mg-ATP

of

However,

is

as well as a

if the

mechanism

of glucose and a competitive

was demonstrated from Chromi\im-ATP binding

studies however, that the

analogue could combine equally as well as to the enzyme-glucose complex as to the free enzyme
(non-competitive inhibition) and the authors concluded that this

random mechanism (Dannenberg and Cleland,

is

what would be expected for a

1975).

Ordered mechanism of substrate addition

Although several investigations have led

to the conclusion that the

mechanism of subsfrate

addition is random, there are also several lines of evidence to support the ordered reaction of

glucose binding

first

and

ATP

Colowick, 1969; Shoham and

mechanism (Kuser,

et al,

second (DelaFuente,

Steitz, 1980).

release

of G-6-P. Kuser

glucose binds

first,

et al.

ADP

Noat, et

One of the most recent

2000) suggests there

opens; with the small cleft dragging

et al., 1970;

is

al.,

1968; Schulze and

studies supporting the ordered

an ordered release of products when the

away from

HK cleft

the active site allowing the subsequent

(2000) postulate from this specific ordered release of products that

followed by ATP.

11

Figure 3. Schematic space-filling representation of the native HK dimer as determined by Bennett
and Steitz model (1980). This model was adapted from Bennett and Steitz (1980) and colour was
added to help in the visualization of the large (grey) lobe, small (purple) lobe and the 1 1 amino
acid sequence known to mediate dimerization (blue) (Schulze and Colowick, 1969).
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Apparent Cooperativity of Yeast HK

Not only

is

there ongoing debate as to the order of substrate binding for

disagreement as to the cooperativity that

exhibits.

it

Cooperativity

is

HK,

there is also

a term that

is

used

phenomenologically to describe binding data that do not exhibit a hyperbolic dependency on
substrate concentration (Anislie, et

pH

al.,

1972).

and low ionic strength (Hoggett and

It

has been shown that

Kellett,

Tickner, et

to exhibit positive cooperativity has not

al.,

HK

research. Hoggett

That hexokinase PI (also a dimer) has

been questioned (Hoggett and

is

Kellett, 1992;

negatively cooperative or non-cooperative has been the topic of

and Kellett (1976) concluded through the use of an

Hill plots for the

dimer with coefficients equal to

substantial evidence for negative cooperativity in

and Kramp, 1978; Peters and Neet, 1978;

Shill

HK dimers

intrinsic protein fluorescence

There

1.0.

is

however,

far

more

(Bennett and Steitz, 1980; Feldman

and Neet, 1971; Wilkinson and Rose, 1979). For

example, Peters and Neet (1978) reported Hill coefficients of 0.87+ 0.04 in their

HK

fluorescent

experiments with glucose, suggesting negative cooperativity. Since there have been

conflicting reports concerning cooperativity

much

Evidence was presented in the

assay that both dimer sites were equivalent and non-cooperative.

titration

low

1976).

Whether

form of

as dimers at

1976) and thus, has the potential to exhibit

positive, negative or non-cooperative behaviour (Figure 3).

been shown

HK exists

of glucose binding

to

many

HK, (Norton and Feldman,

1980) conducted a study in which they showed that the differences reported concerning
cooperativity can be attributed simply to the interchanging of K"^ and Na"^ ions (e.g. Tris buffer vs.

Triethanolamine chloride) in the buffer that

is

used.
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Role ofHydration in Biological Systems

The

role that water plays in biological systems cannot

approximately

75%

of living

for the correct folding,

tissues

(Roe and Teeter, 1993). Water, not an

The

it

makes up

inert solvent, is critical

and maintenance of protein structure and for enzyme

Teeter, 1993). Interactions with water are

of proteins.

be vinderestimated as

activity

(Roe and

dynamic and can change during conformational changes

role that water plays has

been investigated

in several biological systems

by

monitoring changes in equilibrium of the system, as a result of the application of osmotic pressure
('osmotic stress technique') (Parsegian, et

Exclusion of osmoticants from proteins

Preferential hydration has

polymer, and

is

1986; Rand, et

al.,

1993).

- Preferential Hydration

been demonstrated for many proteins in the presence of a

understood in terms of

protein (Bhat and Timasheflf, 1992).

solution,

al.,

steric

exclusion of the polymer from the domain of the

Preferential hydration describes the hydration

where the voliune around a protein

that the

polymer

is

of a protein in

excluded from has a higher local

concenfration of water, and lower polymer concentration, than does the bulk solution (Timasheff,

1992). Since the polymer

is

excluded,

it

causes a chemical potential difference between the bulk

solution and the solution immediately surroimding the protein (Bhat and Timasheff, 1992).

Osmotic stress application

The

existence of preferential hydration allows the manipulation of osmotic sfress

biological systems without the presence of a physical

membrane

(Parsegian, et

al.,

1986).

on

Several

14

osmoticants (usually large polymers) would be sterically excluded from the domains of

would be excluded from a volume around

proteins (such as the binding cleft of HK), and therefore

the protein that water

it is

is

not (Figure

4).

The

larger the

excluded from (Bhat and Timasheff, 1992).

protein

domain however,

1986).

The

sterically

water, tending to

polymer the more volume around the protein

Any

molecule that

is

not excluded from the

will not contribute to the applied osmotic pressure (Parsegian, et

al.,

excluded polymer in the stressing solution competes with the protein for

draw water away from the protein

more dehydrated conformation (McPherson,
resulting

many

from ligand binding, make

this

(e.g.

1985).

the

HK cleft) and driving the protein to a

Known

conformational changes in

system a good candidate for study using the osmotic

HK

sfress

technique.

Hydration effects on protein conformation

The osmotic

stress

technique described above has been employed to investigate the role of

,

DNA

(Robinson and

membrane channels (Bezrukov and Vodyanoy, 1993; Rayner,

et al.,

1992; Zimmerberg, et

water in a variety of systems: haemoglobin (Colombo,
1994),

al.,

1990), and hexokinase (Rand, et

al.,

et al.,

1992)

1993; Reid and Rand, 1997),

Sligar,

among a rapidly growing list.

The voltaee dependent anion channel

Zimmerberg and Parsegian (1986) studied the volume changes during gating of the very
large (31-32

kDa) voltage dependent anion channel (VDAC) found

mammalian mitochondria. Osmotic

pressure

was used

to

in the outer

membrane of the

measure the volume change between

its
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open and closed form.

A

change in the polymer-excluded volume of the channel between the

open and closed conformations was 22,000-48,000 A^, which

is

equivalent to a change in 733-

1600 polymer-inaccessible water molecules (Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986).
sensitivity suggests that intracellular

osmotic pressure

potentials to control channel conductance

Parsegian, 1986).

and confirmed

and

may

act in concert with

intracellular colloidal pressure

This osmotic

transmembrane

(Zimmerberg and

Three polymers were tested to rule out specific polymer binding to the channel

that the effects

observed were only due to osmotic pressure (Zimmerberg and

Parsegian, 1986).

The potassium channel of the squid giant axon

Conductance of (TTX-treated) squid giant axon delayed

been investigated with the osmotic
(Zimmerberg,

et

al.,

1990).

stress technique

Increased

and discovered

rectifier

to

potassium channel has

be osmotically

sensitive

osmotic pressure resulted in decreased potassium

conductance. In addition, there appears to be between 40 and 50

with the delayed

rectifier

potassium channel of the squid axon

more water molecules

when

it is

associated

open. This observation

(1990) to conclude that a conducting pathway could not open until some

lead

Zimmerberg

part

of the channel had been hydrated. The channel was therefore not only voltage sensitive but

et al.

osmotically sensitive as well.
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LowMW
Poljrmer

Volume of exclusion

HighMW
Polymer

4. A diagrammatic representation of the exclusion of both low and high molecular weight
polymer molecules from a volume surrounding HK monomer. The volume of polymer exclusion
surrounding the HK allows the exchange of water between this volume and the bulk solution but

Figure

restricts the

access of the polymer.
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Crayfish Giant Axons

The study by Rayner,
sodium channels

et al.,

(1992) focused on the kinetic effects of osmotic stress on

in crayfish giant axons.

Their results

water molecules are associated with the open
closure (Rayner, et

al.,

when under osmotic

1992).

It

was

state

show

that approximately

273-347 extra

of the channel and are displaced upon channel

had reduced conductance

also determined that the channel

pressure similar to the studies conducted on the potassium channels of the

squid giant axon (Zimmerberg, et

al.,

1990).

The discovery

that the

sodium channel was not only

voltage-sensitive but osmotically sensitive led to the conclusion that the

are coupled, with the charge

movements

two mechanisms of gating

triggering changes in channel hydration of both the

depolarizing and repolarizing voltage steps (Rayner, et

al.,

1992).

The alamethicin channel

A

complex transmembrane pore, the alamethicin channel has also been found

osmotically sensitive (Bezrukov and Vodyanoy,

conductance

levels.

It

1993).

had been shown from osmotic

This

is

It is

most

stress studies that

approximately 100 water

state

likely fi-om molecular size studies, that increases in

conductance occur by clustering of pores, rather than one pore taking on

(Bezrukov and Vodyanoy, 1993).

be

a channel that has varioias

molecules are taken up fi-om the solution upon each transition to a higher conductance

(Bezrukov and Vodyanoy, 1993).

to

many conductance

states
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DMA and Hemoglobin

Other non-related systems have also been shown to be osmotically
Sligar (1994) found that the

DNA

decreases as osmotic pressure

is

significant in the oxygenation

Robinson and

cleavage specificity of the restriction endonuclease Eco Rl

Colombo

increased.

molecules can bind to hemoglobin only

is

sensitive.

if

60 waters

et al.

(1992), discovered four oxygen

also bind, concluding therefore that hydration

of hemoglobin.

Hexokinase PII monomers

The conformational changes
stress,

VDAC, may

such as the

variety of hydration states

macromolecule

is

also

that are seen in

be observed

membrane channel

in other kinds

(Zimmerberg and Parsegian, 1986).

Baker's yeast Hexokinase

glucose bound conformation (Rand,

et al.,

PII,

of macromolecules

One such

which has been found

1993; Reid and Rand, 1997).

polyethylene glycol (PEG) ranging fi-om molecular weight

proteins under osmotic

(MW) 2000

to

occupy a

osmotically sensitive

be dehydrated in the

Rand
to

that

et al.,

20000

to

(1993) used

probe

HK in

both kinetic and binding assays. Results indicate that the size of the polymer-inaccessible volume

is

independent of the

used by Rand

et al.

MW PEG used between 2000 and 20000.

An equilibrium-binding assay was

(1993) to eliminate the possibility of multiple osmotic effects that

may occiar in

subsequent reaction steps of enzyme turnover. The binding assay, however, excluded the
possibility

of testing different polymers since other polymers absorbed

HK tryptophan quenching is measured (Rand, et

al.,

1993).

at the

335

nm

range where

19

Subsequent to

this original

smaller aqueous spaces around

It

was shown

that all

PEG

work by Rand

et al.

(1993) smaller

PEGs were used

HK with a refined osmotic stress technique (Reid and Rand,

solutions caused an increase in the affinity of

HK

less than

1000 the number of waters associated with

MW of the PEG
constant

and varied from 50

ANw of 350 + 10%.

to

1997).

for glucose,

and

PEG solutions of

resulted in a shift to the glucose-bound conformation (Reid and Rand, 1997). For

MW

probe

to

HK cleft closure (ANw) depended on the

326 molecules, while PEGs greater than 1000

yield a

This change in the number of waters between the non-glucose bound

(open) and glucose-bound (closed) conformations can be viewed as the release of water from

around the protein when
1997).

The

increase in

HK

ANw

changes conformation that results in

associated with

(Reid and Rand,

cleft closure

HK cleft closure as MW PEG increases (<

can be attributed to an increase in the volume around the protein that the polymer
(Reid and Rand, 1997).
suggests that these

and Rand, 1997).
therefore,

PEGs

The

constant

number of waters

are excluded from the

for

is

MW)

excluded from

polymers greater than 1000

same maximum volume around

Crystal structure could not accoimt for this large

ANw.

HK may occupy a wide range of conformational

MW

the protein (Reid

It

was concluded

from the large number of waters involved in the change from the open

conformation, that

1000

to the closed

states in solution that are not

seen in the crystal structure of Bennett and Steitz (1978) (Reid and Rand, 1997). This suggests that
the

HK

structure in solution

may be

'floppy'

and therefore has larger changes

in the

number of

waters associated with cleft closvire than the static crystal structures.

Since the monomeric form of yeast
native dimeric form of the protein

HK

may show

monomeric subunits joined together by an

1 1

has been shown to be osmotically sensitive, the

lower osmotic

sensitivity.

The

HK

dimer

is

two

amino acid residue sequence (Schulze and Colowick,

20
1969).

The

association of

two monomers may reduce the amount of conformational

HK

that is apparently observed in the

HK

water molecules associated with

monomer and

cleft closure.

flexibility

number of

lead to a smaller change in the

This

is

the major hypothesis addressed in this

work.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy

ofHK

Glucose binding to

HK

monomers was previously

al.,

1993; Reid and Rand, 1997).

spectroscopy assay (Rand, et
intrinsic fluorescence

of hexokinase

itself

Approximately

attributed to tryptophan (Lakowicz,

1983) as

(Beechum and Brand, 1985) and thus

is

absorbs light at approximately 280

1983).

It

is

the focus of

the

90%

This assay

due

is practical

to the

of fluorescence in proteins can be

most common fluorescent amino acid

many

structural protein studies.

and shows fluorescent emissions

at

340

nm

Tryptophan
(Lakowicz,

has been shown that there are four fluorescent tryptophan residues in hexokinase PI

(Wasylewski,

The

nm

it

investigated using a fluorescence

et al.,

distribution

1985) and hexokinase PII (Feldman and Kramp, 1978; Kopetzki, et

al.,

1985).

of these tryptophans have been determined through fluorometric investigations

(Norton and Feldman, 1980).

It

was determined

that the first

two residues are located on the

surface of the protein with one highly accessible to solvent, while the second has limited solvent

accessibility

(Norton and Feldman, 1980). The third residue

of hexokinase and the fourth
Feldman, 1980).
that

It is

is

this fourth

can be observed in HK.

is

buried in the hydrophobic interior

located in the cleft or active site of the

tryptophan that

is

enzyme (Norton and

responsible for the substrate induced quenching

This quenching can be attributed to changes in the environment

21

when

arovind the fluorophore

glucose binds and initiates a conformational change in

HK

(Feldman and Kramp, 1978).

The

fluorescent assay, conducted in a single enzyme, single substrate system, allows for

HK

glucose binding to
glucose addition.

to

be measured by following decreases in

from the decrease in

It is

intrinsic fluorescence

upon

intrinsic fluorescence that the glucose equilibrium

dissociation constant (IQ) can be measured.

Use of a Coupled Enzyme Assay of Glucose Binding to

Using single kinetic enzyme reactions

shows the same osmotic
However, a

it

HK

has been shown previously that the

sensitivity as the K<i

Km

from binding experiments (Rand,

Km for glucose binding to HK

et

for glucose

al.,

1993).

can also be determined using a commonly used

coupled enzyme reaction (Hohnadel and Cooper, 1972; Zaitzeva,

et al.,

1996).

This coupled

reaction follows the reaction rate of hexokinase turnover from the spectrophotometric formation of

NADPH

from G-6-PDH (Zaitzeva,

1996).

et al.,

The coupled

reaction

was employed

in the

current study for the variety of reasons discussed below.

The coupled

kinetic assay

waters associated with

dependence of other

HK

HK

and Cooper (1972) used
for

ATP. Nucleotide

may be

a

more

cleft closure as

substrates can also

this

sensitive

measure of the change in the number of

lower osmotic pressures can be

be

tested.

The osmotic

tested using a coupled reaction assay.

Hohnadel

coupled reaction assay to measure the specificity of yeast hexokinase

specificity

of hexokinase was investigated to

try to elucidate the

mechanism

22

of the

reaction.

Results were consistent with the ordered

Cooper, 1972). Since the coupled reaction
this assay

can also be used to determine

mechanism of reaction (Hohnadel and

is

able to measure the kinetic constant for

if

ATP

binding

is

osmotically sensitive.

ATP binding,
The coupled

reaction is gainful since the previously used fluorescent assay could not measure the osmotic

sensitivity

of ATP binding as

Rand, 1997).

The

it

absorbed

at

335

nm interfering with tryptophan emission (Reid and

fluorescent assay also excluded the possibility of testing different polymers

since they also absorbed at the 335

nm range (Rand,

et al., 1993).

The coupled

reaction avoids this

complication and thus, should allow other polymers to be investigated.

Aims ofPresent Research

It

was

shown

previo\Jsly

that

326 + 10

%

polymer inaccessible water molecules are

removed when glucose binds the open form of HK monomers (Reid and Rand, 1997). The aims of
the present research

were

to extend this earlier

monomeric hexokinase

investigation.

The

specific

aims are as follows:

1

.

to develop a coupled reaction

for glucose.

The coupled

the change in

mechanism

protocol

number of waters

is

to

determine the Michaelis-Menten constant (Km)

thought to potentially be a more sensitive measure of

associated with

HK on cleft closure than the assay used in

the previous hexokinase studies (Reid and Rand, 1997), and to allow the following aims to

be pursued as

well.
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2.

to determine the osmotic sensitivity

displaced

of

ATP

when ATP binds might allow some

binding.

Whether or not any water

insights into the binding order

is

of the two

substrates.

3.

to

use different polymers

investigation

in

addition

to

by Reid and Rand (1997) only

polyethyleneglycol

PEG

(PEG),

hi

the

initial

could be tested as other polymer species

interfered with fluorescent assay measurements.

4.

to determine if dimerization reduces the

apparently observed in the

number of water molecules

HK

amount of conformational

monomer and

associated with

flexibility that is

therefore leads to a smaller change in the

HK cleft closure.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents Requiredfor the Monomeric Coupled Reaction

Yeast Hexokinase PII (HK) (Sigma) was essentially fraction

The enzyme was

reconstituted into Tris buffer

following constituents: Trizma Base (Tris) 50
0.55

mM

(Sigma) and

HK

(PEG),

NAD?

which was adjusted

mM (Sigma), MgCla

(Sigma).

concentration

was

13.4

HK

to

13.3

pH

(Kaji, et

al.,

1961).

9.0 and contained the

mM (Mallinckrodt), ATP

Glucose (Fluka, 99.5%), Polyethyleneglycol

used in the assay solution was lp,g/ml while the

MWs

G-6-PDH

2000 (1900>Mr<2200), 6000 (5000>Mr<7000) and 10000

(8500>Mr< 11500) were obtained from Fluka.
polyvinylalcohol

tiiis

|j,g/ml.

Polyetiiyleneglycols of

average

of Kaji

and Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH) solutions were prepared in

The concentiation of

buffer.

mM

0.45

II

(PVA) average

MW

Other polymers such as

80%

hydrolyzed

9000-10000 (Aldrich) and polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) of

MW 10000 (Sigma) were also used in the assay.

HK and G-6-PDH were added to

the buffer solution or to the polymer/buffer solution. This solution

five-minute period in the cuvette prior to the

start

was allowed

either

to equilibrate for a

of each experiment.

Determination of Coupled Reaction Kinetic Measurements

The enzyme

HK

was coupled

follow the kinetic turnover of

HK

to

(Figure

Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH) to

5).

Glucose

is initially

phosphorylated through the

25
dq)hosphorylation of ATP to

ADP to produce Glucose-6-phosphate (G6P).

a substrate for G-6-PDH. The second enzyme

and

NADPH.

The change

spectrophotometrically on a

in absorbance

Beckman DU-7

G-6-PDH produces
due

of

The

NADPH

data

was

DU-7 Data

Acquisition Program on a Hewlett-Packard 267 IG computer.

performed

25 °C with the appropriate coupled reaction reagents

at

then

is

gluconate-6-phosphate, protons

to the production

spectrophotometer.

This product

was measured

collected via the

The assay was

listed above.

Estimation of the Michaelis-Menten Glucose Constant ofHexokinase

The Michaelis
reciprocal) plots,

HK

constant of

where the slope of the

(Km) can be made with Lineweaver-Burk (double-

resulting linear

However, the use of double-reciprocal plots usually

fit is

Km / Vmax (Hoggett and Kellett,

results in

crowding

concentrations and therefore suffers fi-om unequal weighing of

all

at relatively

Km

reason that a non-linear least squares
estimate Kn,.

The

initial

1/

Vo, which in

and Vmax (Bliumenfeld and Tikhonov, 1994).

fitting

method

that

weighs

all

velocity versus glucose concentration

Michaelis-Menten plot (Sigma Plot 2001©). Estimated
the glucose concentration

high substrate

data points (Bliumenfeld and

Tikhonov, 1994). In addition, small errors in velocity (Vq) lead to large errors in
turn, translate into large errors in

where the non-linear

fit

Km values

line is at Vmax/ 2.

1976).

data points equally

was

It is

for this

was used

to

plotted using a single-site

were obtained

fi-om the plots at
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ATP

+

(TOOmV

H^

HEXOKINASE

Glucose

Figure

5.

Glucose-6-Phosphate

Gluconate-6-Phosphate

HK activity was assayed spectrophotometrically by coupling with Glucose-6-Phosphate

Dehydrogenase to follow reduction of NADP.
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Fluorescence Experimental Solutions

Fluorescent Reasents for Monomeric

Yeast

HK was

glycylglycine base 20

the assay solution

reconstituted into Glycylglycine buffer

was 40

HK

(pH

9.0) containing the following:

mM (Sigma) and 200 mM KCl (Mallinckrodt). The concentration of HK in
^ig/ml.

Fluorescent Reasents for Dimeric

Yeast

HK

was

HK

reconstituted into

constituents: Bis-tris base (Sigma)

50

Bis-Tris buffer

(pH

6.0)

mM and MgCb (Mallinckrodt)

containing the following

13.3

mM. HK was

used

at

a

concentration of 200 |ig/ml.

Polyethyleneglycol solutions of

were prepared by adding

PEG to buffer.

to the polymer/buffer solution.

MW 6000 (5000>Mr<7000) and 10000 (8500>Mr<11500)
Hexokinase was then added

to either the buffer solution or

This solution was allowed to equilibrate for a 10-minute period in

the cuvette prior to the start of each experiment.

Fluorescence Spectroscopy Measurements

A
The

Perkin Elmer

cuvette temperature

LS 50

spectrofluorimeter

was held

at

was used

to take fluorescence measvirements.

25 °C with a circulating bath.

The

excitation

and emission

28

wavelength were
sample.

by the

set to

The emission

290 ran and 340 ran respectively

slit

was

set to 6.0 ran in order to

for the fluorescent signal

maximize the

from the

signal-to-noise ratio recorded

spectrofluorimeter (Reid, 1995).

A

Hamilton micro-syringe was used

cuvette in the spectrofluorimeter.

The

cuvette

mixing with a polypropylene

additional

to

add small voliunes of glucose solutions

was

stirred constantly

was done

stirrer

sequences of glucose additions are described in Table

was allowed

to

mix and achieve a

1

.

after

to the

with a micro-stir bar, while

The

each glucose addition.

After each glucose addition, the sample

consistent fluorescent signal for a period of

no

less than

one

minute. If the signal remained constant for the entire time period, the subsequent glucose addition

was made.

A
computer

Perkin Ehner Fluorescence Data Manager program was used on an
to analyze the fluorescence data collected.

The average

fluorescence (F) of

glucose addition was determined by using the traces of relative fluorescence of

time.

The average

signal

was determined

lBM-386

for each glucose addition

DX

HK after each

HK with respect to

by averaging a

total

of three

measurements. These average fluorescence estimates were then converted to a normalized change
in intrinsic fluorescence (AF/AFmax) through the following conversion:

AF/AFmax ~

where

Finitiai

is

of any glucose,

(Finitial " Fgiucose)

'

AFmarimum

the estimate of the initial fluorescence

Fgiucose is

(1)

on the spectrofluorimeter before the addition

average fluorescence after any given glucose addition and AFmaximum

maximum change in fluorescence at high glucose concentrations.

is

the
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Table

1.

Sequence of glucose additions made

assay.

Stock

to experimental solutions for fluorescence binding
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Estimation of the Glucose Equilibrium Dissociation Constant (Kj) ofHexokinase

The glucose equilibrium

dissociation constant

of

HK

(Kj) can be determined with either

However, the use of double-

double-reciprocal plots or a non-linear computer fitting method.

reciprocal plots can lead to large errors in

and Tikhonov, 1994).

It is

IQ and Vmax;

as stated

above for

Km values(Bliumenfeld

change in fluorescence

for these reasons that the normalized

versiis

glucose concentration was plotted using a simple binding ciirve (Sigma Plot 2001©). Estimated K<i
values were obtained fi-om the plots at the glucose concentration where the non-linear

fit

line is at

AFmax/2.

Calculation of the

Change in Polymer-inaccessible Water Upon the Binding of Glucose to

Hexokinase

hi the osmotic stress

of an excluded
compartment,

solute.

it is

The

is

the

inert solute (polymer)

lowers the water activity (W) outside the

excluded fi-om and aids in the removal of water fi-om this compartment as can be

seen in the protein cleft of

n, and n

activity is controlled through the concentration

(OS) technique, water

HK (Rand,

et al., 1993).

number of water molecules (of

If the pressure

total

volume AVw)

compartment when glucose binds, then an osmotic ^york equal
al.,

1993).

Thvis, the total fi-ee energy,

equation (Rand, et

al.,

of the outside compartment

to 11

AG, of glucose and water

is

that

move

AVw would be

to the

polymer

done (Rand,

et

represented by the following

1993):

AG = -RT In Kd + nRT lii(W) = constant

is

(2)
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where Kd

is

The

the glucose equilibrium constant for hexokinase.

free energy contribution

of

water binding can be related to the applied osmotic pressure by the following equation (Rand,

al.,

1993):

nRT lii(W) = ITAV^

A

et

measure of the change of

K<i

(3)

with osmotic pressure gives the change in polymer-inaccessible

volume between the glucose-bound and unbound conformations of the enzyme (AVw). This can be
represented

by (Rand,

et al., 1993):

AVw = RTAlnKd/An = RTln(Kd°/Kd")/An

where ¥U°

is

the dissociation constant measured at zero osmotic pressure and

An is the change between zero
one water molecule of normal

and

IT pressure.

ANw is

derived

in the

glucose, since

Km

above equations
equals K<i and

may be

Km is

turnover. Therefore, this substitution

during enzyme turnover.

by

dividing

K<i'^ is at

fl pressure.

AVw by the volume

of

density.

AN„ = AV^/30A'

Kd

(4)

substituted

(5)

by Km,

the Michaelis-Menten constant for

an effective measure of binding constant for glucose during

would

yield the

volume and number of waters involved
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Molecular Modeling

Molecular models were created using Rasmol© (RasWin Molecular Graphics Version

The open

crystal structure

(PDB

1IG8)

Id:

at

of yeast

HK

was obtained from

a resolution of 2.20 A.

(Lysine'*'°-Glycine''^°)

the

2.6).

Brookhaven Protein Data Bank

The glucose (Leucine'"

-Arginine'^^) and Adenosine

binding domains (Mayordomo and Sanz, 2001) were highlighted to allow

visual representation within the protein.

Measuring Osmotic Pressures ofPolymer Solutions with a Vapor Pressure Osmometer

A Wescor (model

5500XRS) Vapor

vapor pressure of the polymer solutions.

Pressure

Osmometer (VPO) was used

may be

measure the

Both polyvinylalcohol (PVA) and polyvinylpyrrohdone

(PVP) solutions were prepared gravimetrically adding polymer to double
readings (given in osmol)

to

distilled water.

The

VPO

related to osmotic pressure in dynes/cm^ with the following

conversion equation:

n = (10** dynes/cm^ / ((1/24 J) osmol/kg)) * X osmol/kg
where

X equals the VPO reading of any given wt% polymer solution in osmol/kg.

in dynes/cm^ is

known

for the range

of tested

wt%

polymer

(6)

Once a pressxire

solutions, these osmotic pressure

values can be plotted as a function of wt% polymer to give an equation and calibration curve. This
calibration curve allows for the determination

of an osmotic pressure for any wt% polymer.
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Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

Vertical electrophoresis

was

carried out using a

mini-gels that have at total of 10 sample wells.

temperature and a constant 100
acrylamide/bisacrylamide

TEMED under low pH

approximate

HK

position

on

consisting of

1

15

5%

cm

room

would not polymerize due

|al

The markers contained both

to the inhibition

the

A

of the

be used

to

(Sigma) were used to

monomeric (66 KDa)

A pH 6.0 buffer consisting of 30 mM Histidine and 30 mM

and the rurming buffer (protocol modified fi-om(McLellan, 1982)).

V

for

2 hours to equilibrate

of HK was loaded

at protein

pH

and remove

concentration of

1

all

remaining catalyst

mg/ml

0% (v/v) glycerol, 0.1% bromocresol blue and 90% pH 6.0 buffer.

stained for protein with 0.25

temperature.

conditions. Therefore a discontinuous system could not

native gels.

for both the gel

PAGE gels.

room

HK protein or MW markers. BSA MW markers

All gels were pre-run at 150

from the

10

Continuous gels were composed of 5%

persulfate for approximately 15 hours at

and dimeric (132KDa) forms of BSA.

Mes was used

cm x

mix and were polymerized with 0.30% Tetramethylethylenediamine

native polyacrylamide gel greater than

increase resolution of the

8

All native electrophoresis were run at

V (Hoefer power supply).

(TEMED) and 10% ammonium

catalyst

Bio-Rad© apparatus with

g Coomassie briUiant blue dissolved

De-staining solution consisted of 40% methanol,

in

in

All

sample buffer
gels

were

100 ml de-staining solution.

10% acetic acid and 50% double distilled water.
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RESULTS

Determining the Coupled Reaction Protocol

The

By

first

part

of this investigation involved the development of a coupled reaction protocol.

systematically examining the various reagents involved in the experimental protocol a

procedure was developed so that the only limiting reagent in the coupled reaction would be the
substrate (glucose)

HK

Km could be measured.

and a

HK Protein Concentration

Initially,

the

number of HK

units

of activity was varied (while

all

other reagents were kept

in excess) in order to determine a protein concentration with a reasonable velocity to facilitate easy

data analysis (Figure

6).

approximately 4.0 units

final

HK

Velocity increases linearly as protein concentration increases up until

HK where one of the other reagents then apparently becomes limiting. A

enzyme concentration of

l^ig/ml (0.5 units)

was used

for all fiature experiments as this

protein concentration gave a consistent and reliable velocity that

was

easily analysed

by

the data

acquisition program.

Glucose-6-Phosphate Protein Concentration

Once

the

enzyme needed

to

HK

protein concentration had been determined the concentration of the second

be well

in excess

of the

first to

not be a limiting reagent.

G-6-PDH protein

I
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Figure 7. The relationship between G-6-PDH protein concentration and spectrophotometrically
measured velocity (mM/min) of NADP production in the coupled reaction.
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concentration

velocity

was

was varied
initially

secondary protein

until a constant velocity

was obtained with

obtained at approximately 2 units

concentration

5

units

1

|Xg/nil

HK. This

G-6-PDH, however,

were used.

Therefore,

to ensure

constant

an excess

G-6-PDH was used

approximately ten times the protein concentration of the primary enzyme (13.4 }ig/ml) in
experiments (Figure

all

at

future

7).

ATP and NADP Reaction
hi addition to the

Concentrations

G-6-PDH being

in excess both

ATP

and

NADP

also

needed to be in

excess as to not limit the coupled reaction. These are described individimlly below:

ATP Concentrations

ATP concentrations were varied while HK and G-6-PDH enzyme concentrations were held
constant to determine the concentration at which

from Figure
of 0.55

8,

ATP yields a maximum velocity. As can be seen

ATP becomes non-limiting at approximately 0.50 mM. A final ATP concentration

mM was determined to be non-limiting for the desired HK and G-6-PDH protein

concentrations previously established and

was used

for all future experiments.

NADP Concentrations

NADP
while

concentrations where also determined

by varying

HK and G-6-PDH enzyme concentrations were held constant.

the

amount added

As can be

to solution

seen from Figure

NADP becomes non-limiting at approximately 0.40 mM. A final NADP concentration of 0.45

9,
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0.007

0.006

c

-
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40

mM

was

therefore, determined to

established and

Stability

was used

be

in excess for the protein concentrations previously

for all future experiments.

ofHK and G-6-PDH

stability

became of importance. Approximate enzyme

for both

HK

and G-6-PH. This bench top

stability

after a total

0.08

10, the velocity

of

HK

(t

=

0.893,

were determined independently

enzymes were held on

ice.

zero.

p = 0.466) and 0.016

Independent sample

mM glucose

(t

=

t-tests

2.449,

p=

the velocity of

As can be seen

change appreciably

for the kinetic coupled reaction does not

of 1 10 elapsed minutes from time

mM glucose

stabilities

was determined by examining

the reaction over an extended period of time while the

from Figure

enzyme bench top

the correct reagent concentrations had been determined the

Once

were conducted

0.070). V^ax at zero

minutes and 50 minutes were determined to not be significantly different from each other.

way

ANOVA

that zero,

was used

20 and

The

velocities for

mM glucose concentration (F= 4.50, p = 0.064) determining

HK

of G-6-PDH was also examined with the same method employed for
stability.

G-6-PDH were

p=0.302), 0.16

It

can be seen from Figure

1 1

that after

50 minutes the maximal

not significantly different from time zero for 0.83

mM (t=-2.240, p=0.089)

top lifetime for

A one-

10-minute Vn^x values are not significantly different from each other.

stability

determination of

experiment.

1

to test 0.83

for

and 0.08

G-6-PDH was determined

to

mM (t=-1.225, p=0.288).

mM

(t=1.183,

Therefore, the bench

be in excess of the time required

for a typical
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Osmotic Dependence of Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase

The coupled

kinetic reaction follows the production

osmotic dependence of the

it

G-6-PDH

osmotic pressures.

NADPH

by G-6-PDH.

HK however, that is of interest in the current investigation.

was necessary to determine

the velocity of

of

if G-6-PDH is osmotically sensitive.

(in isolation) is not affected

G-6-PDH

by

As can be

It is

the

Therefore,

seen from Figure 12,

MW PEG 2000 or

10000 of varying

appears to not be osmotically sensitive and so the coupled reaction

can be used to determine the osmotic sensitivity of glucose binding to HK.

Osmotic Dependence ofA TP Binding to

Since both glucose and

if the

binding of

illusti-ates that

when

pressure, there is

binding to

ATP

no

HK Monomer

ATP bind to the active site of yeast HK it is of interest to determine

shares the osmotic sensitivity as

the log of the

significant

ATP

tiie

other substrate glucose.

Figure 13

binding affinity was examined as a function of osmotic

change from zero (F=0.532, p=0.716).

This indicates that

ATP

HK monomers is not osmotically sensitive and that ATP binding is not associated with

hydration/dehydration of hexokinase.

HK monomer Polymer-inaccessible waters

Since

G-6-PDH has been shown

HK was ftirther investigated.

to not

be osmotically

sensitive, the

osmotic sensitivity of

Figure 14 illustrates the relationship between the log glucose affinity
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0.10

5.0e+5

1.0e+6

2.0e+6

1.5e+6

Osmotic Pressure (dynes/cm

2.5e+6

)

Figure 13. Osmotic dq)endence of ATP turnover was determined by examining the ATP affinity
ratio as a function of osmotic pressure. PEG molecular weight 10000 was used to produce as a
variety of pressures. K^ for ATP was determined to equal 0.2 + 0.02 mM.
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0.30

-

0.25

-
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ratios

of HK as a function of osmotic pressure in the presence of three different

the kinetic coupled reaction.

between log glucose
stiress

It

can be seen that for the

affinity ratio

theory (Parsegian, et

al.,

1986), changes in the

interpreted as changes in hydration of

relationship

It

between log glucose

HK

affinity

(ANw) as

calculated

ANw and

therefore

ANw is

is

Km
it

non-linear.

of

HK

independent of

According to the osmotic

under osmotic pressure can be

binds or releases

and osmotic pressure

can be seen from Figure 14 comparing different

MW PEGs, the relationship

tiiree different

and osmotic pressure

MW PEGs using

it's substrate.

that allows the calculation

MW PEGs,

tiiere is little

PEG MW. The

limiting

the

of ANw

difference in the

ANw determined by

the kinetic assay using for the coupled reaction has been calculated to be approximately

water molecules for the

It is

450 + 10%

HK monomer.

Determining Polymer Specificity

Vapor Pressure Osmometer Equations

Before the osmotic dependence of

HK could be investigated with either PVP

amount of pressure exerted by these two polymers needed

to

be determined.

The

or

PVA,

the

derivation of

osmotic pressure in dynes/cm^ from the vapor pressure osmometer can be seen in equation 6 in the
materials and methods.

then be plotted versus

Once osmotic

pressures in dynes/cm^ have been determined, values can

wt% polymer to produce a calibration curve (Figure

were detemined from calibration curves

for both

PVP (MW

15).

Pressure equations

10000, Table 2) and

10000, Table 3) polymers, as they had not been previously measured.

PVA (MW
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Table

2.

Osmotic pressures determined for a given weight percent

10000).

wt%

PVP polymer solution (MW

49

Table

3.

Osmotic

pressvires

determined for a given weight percent

10000).

wt%

PVA polymer solution (MW

50

.H

-

7.2

-

1

^
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0.30

8e+6

•
O
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PEG (MW 2,000)
PEG (MW 10,000)

Osmotic Pressure (dynes/cm

)

PVA{MW 10,000)
PVP(MW 10,000)

Figure 16.

ANw was calculated for PEG, PVA and PVP from the relationship between the log of

the glucose affinity ratio versus osmotic pressure.

PEGs of molecular weights 2000 and 10000

were used while PVA and PVP polymers both had molecular weights of 10000.
10% (PEG), 444 ± 10% (PVA) and 100 ±10 (PVP).

%

ANw equal 450 +

52

PVP. PVA and PEG:

When

the three polymers are

similar limiting

ANw

A Comparison ofPolymers

compared (Figure

AN* equal to 450 ± 10%

of 100 + 10%.

Therefore,

PVP

and 444 +

16),

it

appears that

10% respectively,

PEG

while the

and

PVA

have

PVP has a limiting

exhibits a smaller change in polymer-inaccessible water

volume between the open and closed conformations of the enzyme upon glucose binding than
either

PEG

interaction.

PVA

or

PVA.

PVA

This suggests that

could be tested only

at

PVP may

be exhibiting a

different protein/polymer

very low osmotic pressures. At higher concentrations

became opaque and viscous precluding

testing

any osmotic pressures over 8.65 xlO^

dynes/cm^.

Comparison ofKinetic and Fluorescent Osmotic Dependence

In the present

study Figure

fluorescence assay give the

direct

0.01

17

initial

that

both the coupled kinetic reaction and

same osmotic dependence of glucose

comparison of the two methods as a

mM). When

shows

data

is

strict

control of

pooled for both methods

it

Km (0.16 +
yields a

larger but comparable to previous equilibrium binding studies

ANw = 350) (Reid and Rand,

1

997).

affinity.

(Km

It

was of interest

0.01

ANw =

mM)

to

do a

K<i (0.19

+

495 + 10%, which

is

for glucose

=

and

0.19

+

0.01

mM,
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Figure 17. Comparison of the kinetic turnover and the equilibrium binding assays. PEG molecular
weight 6000 was used to determine the osmotic dependence of glucose binding to HK (pH 9.0).

ANw equals 495 + 10% for both the kinetic turnover and equilibri\im binding assays

(pooled data).
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Table
pH.

4. Affinity for

glucose-6-phosphate by the secondary enzyme

Buffer Species

pH

K^CmM)

G-6-PDH

Standard Error (|iM)

as a function

Number of
trials

TYis

SJ

23

±T7

6

Bis-Tris

6.2

25

+1.2

6

of

55
Effects

ofpH on

Glucose-6-phosphate Dehydrogenase

The next

objective of the current study

was

to determine if the joining

reduced the amount of conformational flexibility that

HK. This would be
under low

pH

seen in a reduced

of

and low ionic strength conditions. In order to study dimers, the

initially

low

this

potentially a

apparently observed in the

more

pH on

the

sensitive

pH

G-6-PDH needed

9.0 to

to

pH

for

its

pH

of the monomeric

6.0 (Hoggett and Kellett, 1976).

be examined.

Any

Since the coupled reaction

is

measure of osmotic dependence (see discussion), the kinetic assay was

used to investigate the osmotic sensitivity of dimeric HK.

G-6-PDH

monomer of

ANw HK exists as dimers, and dimer formation is promoted

experimental solution had to be lowered from

effects

is

of two subunits

substrate, glucose-6-phosphate, is not altered

Table 4 shows the affinity of

by a decrease

in

pH

(t=1.665,

Therefore the coupled reaction can be used to investigate the osmotic dependence of

p=0.171).

HK dimers.

Effects

ofpHon K„

The

pH

Glucose Using the Coupled Reaction

sensitivity

of HK was also investigated over a range of pH's from 6.0 to 8.7 which

covers the potential monomeric and dimeric conditions (Hoggett and Kellett, 1976).

from Figure 18
Km. Three

that for

HK at a concentration of

different buffers

were used,

(Tris,

1 |J.g/ml

of 0.035

mM

is

observed

at

pH

Tes and Bis-Tris)

seen that the same value of Km, approximately 0.08
Similarly, a value

as

pH

mM,

is

is

decreased there

to cover this

pH

is

It

can be seen

a decrease in

range.

seen for both Tris and Tes

It

at

can be

pH

7.5.

6.7 for both Tes and Bis-Tris buffers, indicating

56

•

57

0.006

•

58
that there is

no apparent dependence of Km on buffer

seen under dimer conditions

is

species, implying that

any changes in

K^

not due to buffer species.

HKDimer Kinetic experiments

Since experimental solutions with low ionic strength and

pH

did not apparently

elicit

the

formation of dimers (see discmsion), the possibility that dimer formation required higher protein
concentrations

Figure 19.

was

investigated.

Protein concentration

At a concentration of

1

|Xg/ml the usual

increase in protein concentration (5 ^ig/ml) normal

expected increase in Vmax-

When

Michaehs

1

further reduced

abnormal Michaehs plot was
dimers.

when

solutions

was

left at

conducted while the enzyme was held on

when

in

With an

further increased to 7 |Xg/ml, there is

it

appears to be a smooth

the protein concentration

is

now

is

increased to

observed (n=4).

The

thought to result from a mixed population of monomers and

temperature the activity of the solution was tested.

Protein concentration

shown

kinetics are again observed with the

room temperature

an increase in temperature would help promote dimerization.

trials

kinetics are observed.

and an abnormal MichaeUs curve

initially

A set of experimental

is

systematically as

|ig/ml concentration, although

Michaelis plot. The results are further complicated

is

MichaeUs

the protein concentration

a decrease in Vmax back to that of

10 ng/ml; Vmax

was increased

for

24

hoiirs to determine if

After a 24-hour period at

room

This incubation gave results identical to the

ice.

increased to 20 |Xg/ml resulted in the reaction velocity

decreasing as glucose concentration increased

(HK

concentration had been increased but none of

59
the other reagent concentrations had been altered). This suggested that other reagents

The

limiting in the experimental solution.

maximum

concentrations of 150 |ig/ml

maximal reagent concentrations

there

other reagents were then increased systematically to

G-6-PDH,

was

were now

still

5

mM

ATP

and 5

mM NADP.

With these

a decrease in reaction velocity with an increase in

glucose concentration.

It

HK

appeared that increasing the

protein concentration in the kinetic coupled reaction

resulted in a decrease in the reaction velocity.

alleviate this problem.

Attempts to increase reaction substrates did not

Therefore, attempts to use the coupled kinetic assay for dimers were

abandoned, resulting in the loss of the increased sensitivity benefits

Fluorescence Equilibrium Binding Study

The

was used

to determine the

of HK dimers; as higher protein concentrations could be used in

When HK

is

this assay.

examined using the fluorescence assay (Figure 21)

mM)

This 'kink' appears every time
pressures (Figure 21).

offered.

osmotic dependence

Figure 20 illustrates a

HK dimers at pH 6.0.

glucose concentrations (0-2

artifact

method

ofHK Dimers

fluorescence equilibriimi-binding assay

typical fluorescent trace for

this

there

HK is

is

it

can be seen that

at

low

a pronounced deviation fi-om binding curve hyperbola.

tested as a dimer; both under zero

and increasing osmotic

This suggests that the deviation firom binding curve hyperbola

is

not an

or noise.

A

single site analysis does not

(Figure 22).

When

fit

the data well due to this consistent 'kink' in the data

a single-site and two-site analysis are compared directly on Figure 22,

seen that the two-site analysis

fits

it

can be

the data with less error. In addition, a Hill plot of the above data

60
yields a Hill coefficient

was

of 0.75 and suggests non-equivalent

rationalized therefore, that the

two

sites

sites

fit

It

better

yielded higher and lower glucose affinity

seen in Figure 22.

Two
binding

binding

sites

by higher Kd

The
divided

by

sites

have been

affinity as indicated

with two separate

arbitrarily

by lower

termed

K<i values,

values can be determined (Figure 23).

K<i

site

while

1

and

site

site 2. Site

These two

one has a higher glucose binding

2 has a lower

affinity for glucose as indicated

values.

data for these two binding sites can be plotted (as log

K<i at pressure) as

It

can be seen that as osmotic pressure

and including 5.64x10 dynes/cm there

slope gives a

K^ glucose

zero pressure

at

a fiinction of osmotic pressure in dynes/cm2 (Figure 24) and

determined firom the limiting slope.
to

with negative cooperativity.

were not equivalent and the data would be

A two-site

analysed using a two-site binding curve.

sites

is

an increase in log glucose

is

ANw

increased fi-om zero,

This limiting

affinity ratio.

ANw= 450 + 1 0% for both sites and is equal to the ANw for the monomer.

The use of
and equals 451

MW 6000 and 10000 PEGs show that ANw for the dimer

is

independent of

MW

± 10% for both polymers.

Higher osmotic pressures lead to a reversal and subsequent decrease of the log glucose
affinity ratio.

When

the osmotic dependence of glucose binding of the

monomer and dimer

are

compared, they are identical under low (5.6-7.4x10^ dynes/cm^) osmotic pressure (Figure 25).

Beyond 7.4x1 0' dynes/cm^ monomers and dimers (both

active site

1

dependence of glucose binding and even have opposite dependencies.

and 2) diverge

in the

osmotic
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OS

3

S
o
o
CO

Time (seconds)

A rq)resentative example of fluorescent data showing decreases in the intrinsic
fluorescence of HK dimers upon the addition of glucose in the presence of 5 wt% PEG (MW

Figure 20.

10000). Large spikes on the data trace indicate glucose additions. Fluorescence
arbitrary units. Experimental solution contains

200

^ig/ml

HK at pH 6.0.

was measured

in
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1.2

1.0-

i
D I i

"H

i i

i D

i

0.8

"^

0.6 H

0.4

i

-

D
0.2

D
0.0

-T-

-r-

—I—

4

6

10

Glucose (mM)

dynes/cm
1.39x10^ dynes/cm^

Figure 21. A representative example of a binding curve showing normalized fluorescent data as a
function of glucose concentration (mM). 'Kink' can be seen for both zero and increasing osmotic
pressure. Fluorescence

HK at pH 6.0.

was measured

in arbitrary units. Experimental solution contains

200 |ig/ml

O
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1.2

-I

O—

r^

-Q—

E

<

0.6-

<1

Glucose (mM)

High

affinity site

Low affinity site
Two-site

fit

Single-site

fit

A representative example of a two-site binding model showing normalized fluorescent
data as a fiinction of glucose concentration (mM). A single-site fit is shown as well as a two-site
Figure 22.

binding analysis. The two-site

measured in

fit

led to both high and

low

affinity

arbitrary imits. Experimental solution contains

200

binding

|i.g/ml

sites.

Fluorescence was

HK at pH 6.0.
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r

-I

0.0

•
O

High

Low

500.0x103 1.0x106

affinity site

1.5x106

2.0x1 0^

Osmotic pressure (dynes/cm

2.5x1

(

3.0x106

3.5x106

)

affinity site

Figure 23. Absolute Kj values for high
two-site binding model.

affinity

and low

affinity sites

of HK dimer

fitted

with a
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0.25

0.20

0.15

^

-

0.10 H

O)

o

0.05

-

0.00

-

500.0x103 1.0x106

0.0

•
O
D

Site

1

Site

2

Site

1

Site

2

(MW 6000)
(MW 6000)
(MW 10000)
(MW 10000)

Figure 24. Log IQ glucose
pressure for

T

r

2.0x106

2.5x1 0^

Osmotic Pressure (dynes/cm

at

zero pressure divided

HK dimers (pH 6.0).

Molecular weight 6000

1.5x106

The two binding

by K<j
sites

3.0x1 0^

)

at pressure as

a function of osmotic

of the dimer were labelled

PEG (n=3) and molecular weight

10000

3.5x106

site

1

and

2.

PEG (n=3) were used to

determine osmotic sensitivity of the dimer. Zero osmotic pressure was determined in Bis-Tris
buffer (n=6).

ANw= 451 ±

10%.
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Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis ofdimeric

HK

Evidence that only dimers are present under low pH, low ionic strength and high protein

5%

experimental concentrations was obtained by using a continuous

native

PAGE

at

pH

6.0

(Figure 26).

A MW marker (Sigma'^'^ was used, which contained both monomeric (66 KDa) and

dimeric (132

KDa) BSA.

(104

monomer

This standard marker brackets both the

KDa) and dimer

KDa) form of HK.
After 1.5 hours at 100 V, both

visualized.

monomer and dimer

(lanes

C

gel.

All

HK

BSA protein bands

are

lanes have protein bands located

between the monomeric and dimeric form of BSA. This suggests
greater than

Another 5

and D)

Molecular weight marker resolution appears to be poor likely due to the low

percentage of polyacrylamide used in the native

was

(52

66

KDa

but less than 132

KDa

% native PAGE gel was run for 3

protein bands (Figure 27).

confirming that

at

It

can be seen that

the time of loading

approximately 104 KDa.

and

hours

at

is

most

100

V

that at the time

likely in the

to

of loading

HK

dimer conformation.

enhance resolution between the

HK is located between the two BSA protein bands,

HK

is

most

likely in

the dimer conformation of
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0.30

0.25

-

0.20

^
o

0.15

-

0.10

-

0.05

0.00

4x106

2x106

O
V

osmotic pressure (dynes/cm
dimer

site 1

dimer

site

5x106

6x106

)

2

monomer

Figure 25. Log IQ glucose
pressure for
labelled site

were used
were used

at

zero pressure divided

by K<i

HK dimers (pH 6.0) and monomer (pH 9.0).
1

and

2.

for

monomer analysis.

pressure as a function of osmotic
sites

of the dimer were

PEG (n=3) and molecular weight 10000 PEG (n=3)
of the dimer. Molecular weight 2000, 6000 and 10000

Molecular weight 6000

to determine osmotic sensitivity

at

The two binding
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A

B

D

132

KDa

-66KI>a

A-HKpH7.4
B-HKpH6.5
C-BSApH7.4
D - BSA pH 7.4
E-HKpH7.3
F-HKpH5.4

Figure 26. Native

5% continuoiis PAGE gel, run for

1.5

hours

at

100

V in 30mM

Histidine/30mM Mes buffer (pH 6.0) at room temperature. 15 |il of protein (1 mg/ml) was loaded
into each sample lane. Non-SDS BSA molecular weight marker (Sigma''^ showing both monomer
(66 KDa) and dimer (132 KDa) was loaded in lane C (1 mg/ml). Pure BSA (Sigma^^*) was also
loaded in lane D (1 mg/ml). No monomeric HK protein can be visualized at the 52 KDa weight.
HK is visualized immediately above the monomeric BSA molecular weight marker (66 KDa).
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D

B

E

132 KDa

Pl- HK pH 7.4
B - HK pH 6.5

C-BSApH7.4
D-BSApH7.4
^

66KDa

HK pH 7.3
F - HK pH 5.4

E

-

Figure 27. Native

5% continuous PAGE gel,

run for 3 hours

at

100

V in 30mM Histidine/30mM

Mes buffer (pH 6.0) at room temperature. 15 |il of protein (1 mg/ml) was loaded into each sample
lane. Non-SDS BSA molecular weight marker (Sigma''^*) showing both monomer (66 KDa) and
dimer (132 KDa) was loaded in lane C (1 mg/ml). Pure BSA (Sigma^M) was also loaded in lane D
(1

mg/ml).

No monomeric HK protein can be visualized at the 52 KDa weight.

HK is visualized

between the monomeric and dimeric form of the BSA, suggesting a molecular weight greater than
66 KDa less than 132 KDa.
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DISCUSSION

Kinetic Coupled Reaction

Although the coupled reaction
this

commonly used

is

to

examine the

assay has not been previously used in osmotic stress studies.

reaction needed to be non-limiting to allow for the

Km

kinetics

of hexokinase,

All components of the coupled

of glucose

to

be determined

for

HK.

Several experiments were performed to determine the final component concentrations for l^ig/ml

HK

(Figure 6); 13.4 ng/ml

(Figure

G-6-PDH

(Figure 7), 0.50

mM ATP (Figure 8) and 0.45 mM NADP

These concentrations allowed for an accurate

9).

Km to be determined under experimental

conditions of both zero and increasing osmotic pressures.

Since the length of an experiment would range firom 15 to 110 minutes
interest to

It

determine if

was determined

HK nor G-6-PDH lost enzymatic activity over the time period while

held on ice on the bench top for a total of

interpretation

sensitivity

1

10 minutes (Figure 10 and

G-6-PDH was

1 1).

of G-6-PDH was also checked since

of the osmotic dependencies of HK. The

the activity of

was of particular

HK or G-6-PDH would change activity over the duration of the experiment.

that neither

The osmotic

it

not affected

by changes

this

could distort the

results obtained in Figure 12

in osmotic pressure

showed

and suggested

coupled reaction could be safely used to study the osmotic sensitivity of glucose binding to

The

affinity

of

HK

that

that this

HK.

for glucose increased with increasing osmotic pressure (Figure 14),

confirming previous results obtained with fluorescence studies (Reid and Rand, 1997). The change
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in the

number of waters

reaction yielded

associated with glucose binding to

450 + 10% water molecules, a

ANw =

equilibrium binding studies;

HK

monomers using

result consistent with previously published

In addition, the data

When

350 + 10% (Reid and Rand, 1997).

equilibrium-binding assay (Reid and Rand, 1997) was repeated at

methods gave the same

the coupled

pH

9.0 (Figure 17) both assay

ANw indicating they were equivalent measures of HK osmotic

show

that

fluorescent

dependency.

lower osmotic pressures could be tested with the coupled assay than

with the equilibrium binding study. This makes the coupled reaction a more sensitive measure of

HK

osmotic dependence than equilibrium binding studies, since more accurate data analysis was

possible with

more experimental osmotic pressures between zero and 1x10^ dynes/cm^.

Osmotic Sensitivity ofA TP Binding and

The lack of osmotic

sensitivity

HK Substrate Binding Order

of

ATP

binding to

HK

(Figure 13), suggested that

does not appear to be associated with hydration or dehydration of

may be

the only step in

note however, the

ATP

substrates (glucose

enzyme turnover

be affected by osmotic

pressiire.

and ATP) present. Under such experimental conditions

enzyme

first,

that glucose binding

It is

of importance to

that

HK even though no ATP

This suggests that glucose binding to

HK

is

is

ATP

binding

may

However, both the kinetic and

of glucose.

equilibrium binding studies gave the same large change in the
associated with glucose binding to

either substrate has the

leading to the unlikely possibility that

have a similar osmotic dependence to

studies.

and

osmotic studies were conducted using the coupled reaction assay with both

opportunity to bind to the

also

to

HK

ATP

number of water molecules

present in the equilibrium binding

displacing

all

of the water measured in the

72
In order to determine independently if

kinetic assay.

dependence as glucose binding, an

ATP

ATP

alone has the same osmotic

binding assay would be required.

The coupled

reaction

protocol could not be used for such an assay since substrates are required whereas the fluorescent

assay used in previous studies (Reid and Rand, 1997) also could not be used, since

ATP

absorbs at

nm wavelength used to measure the intrinsic fluorescence quenching of HK.

the 345

Although

which of the

ATP

binding appears to be insensitive to osmotic pressure, the question as to

substrates binds first can only

be speculated on

strong indications in the literature that glucose binds

Noat, et

al.,

mechanism.

1968; Schulze and Colowick, 1969;

and then

Shoham and

ATP

Steitz,

If glucose is the first substrate to bind, resulting in the

associated with

HK

(DelaFuente, et

to reflect that

HK.

The coupled

There are
al.,

1970;

1980) in an ordered reaction

change of 450

conformational changes then the subsequent binding of

cause more water to become displaced fi-om

redrawn

first

fi-om these experiments.

reaction

ATP

+10%

waters

appears not to

scheme can then be

HK is dehydrated upon glucose binding alone (Figure 28).

Polymer Specificity

The

initial

report

by Rand

conformational changes of

HK,

interactions with the protein.

polymers such as
fiirther

PVA

and

(1993) showing the altered solvation occvirring with the

raised questions about the occurrence

Only

PVP had

fluorescent measurements.

absorbance,

et al.

PEG

of polymer specific

polymers were examined in the report since other

absorption specti-a in the range of 335

nm

that precluded

Since the coupled reaction only measures a change in

PVA and PVP could now also be used to determine if polymer specific interactions
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ADP

ATP

HEXOKINASE

NADP+

(fjADPHV H^

rr:> G-6-PDH

Glucose lGlucose-6-Phosphate

Gluconate-6-Phosphate

H2O

Figure 28. Coupled reaction schematic indicating that HK is dehydrated upon glucose binding
alone. Neither ATP binding nor G-6-PDH are osmotically sensitive and are therefore not involved
in the hydration/dehydration

of HK.
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were involved in producing osmotic

compared (Figure 15)

low

PEG (ANw= 450+10%)

pressures, whereas that of

unclear,

PVP

PVA (ANw

polymer (Appendix

HK than

I)

that

HK

may

and

PVA (ANw=

PVP

to

those created with either

and

PVA

444+10%) gave

were
the

directly

same ANw

at

quite different. For reasons that are

number of waters

may be due

allow

When PEG, PVP

=100 + 10%) was

gives a smaller change in the

This different interaction with

bond with

sensitivity.

associated with

to the presence

HK

cleft closure.

of an amide bond on the

PVP

form a more favourable intermolecular hydrogen

PEG

or

PVA. This

difference could result in

PVP

having access to aqueous compartments around the protein that are not available to the other

polymers (Figure 29).

pH effects on Hk PII and G-6-PDH

The next question
since only

to

be addressed was the osmotic

sensitivity

of the dimeric form of HK,

HK monomers had been studied previously (Reid and Rand,

by lowering

the

pH

the sensitivity of

and ionic strength conditions (Hoggett and

G-6-PDH

HK.

It

1976) which do not affect

can be seen in Figure 18 as

decrease in Km. Since, low protein concentrations of

1

form dimers (Womack and Colowick, 1978) only the

pH

|i.g/ml

HK

pH

HK dimer formation.

lowered there

of HK monomers was

form of

HK has a Km

of the monomer. Therefore, the decrease in

cannot be explained as a result of

is

is

a

and high ionic strength do not

sensitivity

In addition, Hoggett and Kellett (1976) claim that the dimeric

that

Dimers are formed

(Table 4) and therefore allows the use of the coupled assay to do the

osmotic pressure measurements for

magnitude higher than

Kellett,

1997).

Km

tested.

an order of

seen in Figure 18
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PVP volume of exclusion

Diagrammatic representation of potential differences in the volume of exclusion for
Solid black area around HK represents PVP potential volume of exclusion.
Larger dashed area is a visual representation of the volume of exclusion for PVA and PEG.
Figure 29.

PEG,

PVA and PVP.
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HKDimer Kinetic Studies

Previous studies have also shown that dimer formation could be promoted by increasing the
concentration

from l|ig/ml
19).

ofHK(Hoggett and Kellett,
to

approximately 100

|iig/ml

1976).

HK

As

deviations from

protein

was increased

concentration

MichaeUs curves were observed (Figure

While systematically increasing the protein concentration the velocity of the coupled reaction

continually decreased as illustrated in Figure 19.

This could be the result of

1) there

coexistence of monomers and dimers or 2) another component of the coupled reaction

limiting as the concentration

After 24 hours at

of HK was increased beyond 5

room temperature

the

enzyme showed

was discoimted

not enough to eUcit the formation of dimers

of G-6-PDH,

ATP

were increased.
fiirther

or

NADP

the

When ATP

decreased.

concentration

This suggested that

since an

same decreased

rate as the

The

potential

1978).

The

final possibility

was examined. All component concentrations

was increased however,

ATP

rate

HK concentration of 10 ^ig/ml was

(Womack and Colowick,

limiting the reaction

became

)i,g/ml.

solutions tested initially. Therefore, dimerization did not appear to occur over time.

coexistence of monomers and dimers

was a

the rate of the reaction

concentrations above 5

mM

was

were inhibiting the

reaction.

The

difficulty in determining a kinetic protocol for

the fluorescence equilibrium-binding assay

}ig/nil)

required for dimers.

was needed

high

HK concentrations

suggested that

at protein concentrations (greater

than 10

Using the fluorescence assay a binding constant, Ka, can be

determined by a change in the intrinsic fluorescence when glucose binds to

HK dimers.
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Conformationalflexibility

The

fluorescent data for dimer conditions is illustrated in Figure 21.

with a single

site

It

was

originally

binding assay since Hoggett and Kellett (1976) stated that the two binding

where non-cooperative.
to

ofHK dimers

When

fit

this

way the

fit

sites

data agrees with the literature and the dimer appears

have a IQ approximately 10 times higher than the monomer. Upon closer examination however,

there

was a

mM glucose.

consistent 'kink' in the data at about, 1.5

data presented

by Hoggett and

Kellett (1976) as

it

This 'kink' was not seen in the

becomes apparent only when experimental

points are taken at lower glucose concentrations than were presented

(1976).

Such kinks

1971) and

its

in data

by Hoggett and

Kellett

have also been seen in other fluorescent studies (Kosow and Rose,

direction in this case has

been identified as a

characteristic

of negative cooperativity.

A Hill plot of the above data yields a Hill coefficient of 0.75, which also indicates the two binding
sites

of HK dimers

When
site

may be negatively cooperative.

a single-site and two-site analysis are compared (Figure 22)

binding analysis better

fits

the data and

would

yield high and

though the relative contribution of each binding

site to

low

it

appears that the two-

affinity

binding

the total fluorescence

is

sites.

not

Even

known

(Komblatt, 2000), the two-site analysis appeared to be more appropriate because of the consistent
'kink' seen in the data.

binding affinity

ANw

sites

When

the two-site analysis

was used both

the high and

low glucose

appeared to have the same osmotic dependencies and gave the same large

for both sites (Figure 24).

In addition, both the

(ANw - 450 + 10%) glucose binding

sites

show

the

monomeric (ANw = 451 + 10%) and dimeric

same osmotic dependencies under low osmotic
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pressiire (Figure 25).

appear the flexibility

The
'hinge'

If these large

is

ANw values were

1 1

to conformational flexibility,

preservation of conformational flexibility in the

amino acid sequence

Colowick, 1978).

it

would

not reduced upon dimerization of the enzyme.

between the two lobes (Bennett and

than the

due

Steitz,

HK dimer may not be surprising if the

1980) of the enzyme

that mediates dimerization

is

in a different location

of the two subunits

(Womack and

can be seen from Figure 30 that the 'hinge' region and the region that

It

mediates dimerization are indeed located in two different regions of the protein. Therefore,

it

may

well be that restriction in motion around the sites of dimerization does not affect large motions in

the 'hinge' region.

If the large

due to conformational

change in the number of waters associated with glucose binding

flexibility in

HK,

then

it is

is

not surprising that the dimer shows a similar

degree of 'floppiness' as the monomer.

Under osmotic pressures higher than

7.4

x

10^ there

is

a divergence in

monomer and dimer

osmotic dependencies (Figure 25). Interpretation of this data has been largely ignored, as there are
several explanations for this divergence.

higher

HK

aggregation,

Osmotic pressure

is

HK

Several secondary effects

may be

occurring, such as

conformational changes, osmotic distortion of the protein,

most valid when

it is

etc.

extrapolated to zero osmotic pressure and therefore the

slope can't easily be interpreted in terms of ANw at higher pressures.

Quaternary structure

ofHK at lowpH and low ionic strength

Substantiating evidence that only dimers are present under

high protein experimental conditions was obtained by using native

low pH, low ionic strength and

PAGE at pH 6.0 (Figure 26).

It
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Figure 30. Computer generated representation of yeast hexokinase PII in the non-glucose bound
state showing the 'hinge' (residues 186-189, blue) and the region that mediates dimerization of the

monomeric subunits

(residues 1-10, green).
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is

important to note in the

marker.

Since,

HK

lanes that there is no protein detected

HK monomers are approximately 52 KDa (Hoggett and Kellett,

of a protein band smaller than 66

KDa seems

presence of a protein band between 66 and 132
native

no monomeric

to indicate that

KDa

below the 66

MW

1976) the absence

HK was present.

KDa indicates the presence of HK dimers.

The

Another

PAGE gel was run for a longer time (Figure 27) to improve resolution between the two MW

HK

markers. Figure 27 showed

is in

the dimer form of approximately 104

KDa

at

pH

6.0,

low

ionic strength and high protein concentration.

Suggestedfurther experiments

Although a number of previous questions regarding polymer
sensitivity

have been addressed in the present research, these areas

ATP

binding studies in which no glucose

alone

is

some

light

present

may

involved in hydration/dehydration of the active

on

this question, as

HK. Since the polymer PVP
to test

is

more polymers

Given
interest to

that,

HK

determine

no glucose would be required

to fiirther eliminate the question

these other substrates.

why

HK

HK.

may be

in solution yields such a high

ATP

Calorimetric studies

in order to measvire

of polymer specific osmotic

Potentially, if the other substrates

osmotic

fiirther attention.

ATP

binding

may shed

binding to

fixictose

effects.

and sucrose

number of polymer-inaccessible waters changes with

glucose the number associated with cleft closure
question as to

deserve

ATP

PEG and PVA it would still be prudent

can bind other substrates such as

if the

may

and

help determine whether

site in

did give different results than

specificity

bind the

different.

HK

it

would be of

the binding of

in a different

way

than

There remains the important

number of waters

associated with cleft

81
closure using both a kinetic and binding assay,

crystal structures.

The

variety

of hexokinases

compared
that

to the

number estimated from

the

have been discovered in human, plant and

animal tissues provide a wide selection of hexokinase monomers, dimers and oligomers that
also

be investigated osmotically. Determining

flexibility that is

observed in both the yeast

if these other

may

hexokinases share the conformational

monomer and dimer under low osmotic

shed some light on the en2yme conformation of these other hexokinases.

pressures

may

82
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APPENDIX

I -

Polymer Structures

(A)

,0H
HO'

(B)

H,C

(C)

H,C

Figure 31. Similarities and differences in polymer structures for (A) PEG, (B)

PVA and (C) PVP.
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APPENDIX II

Gravity

-

Bradford Assay

Column Chromatography and Bradford Assay.

Gravity column chromatography was employed to identify presence of monomeric and

dimeric forms of

HK

under specific experimental conditions.

Sephadex G-50 (medium) and

Sephadex G-75 (superfine) (Pharmacia) was used as an adsorbent of the dimeric form of the

enzyme which is approximately 104

KDa (Hoggett and Kellett,

1976).

Monomeric Reagents

HK
base 20

The

was

reconstituted into Glycylglycine buffer containing the following: glycylglycine

mM (Sigma) and 200 mM KCl.

solvent for the

column was

The

concentration of

also Glycylglycine buffer at

HK in the

solution

was 74

^ig/ml.

pH 9.0.

Dimeric Reagents

HK

was

reconstituted this time into Bis-Tris buffer

constituents: Bis-tris base

|xg/ml. Bis-Tris

was

50

mM and MgCl2

also used as the

column

13.3

solvent.

(pH

mM. HK was

6.0) containing the following

used

at

a concentration of 200

90

E
c
in

8
c
(0

€o
v>

<

BSA

(mg/ml)

Figure 32. Standard cmve with Bovine Serum Albimiin (BSA) for Bradford Assay plotted with
the absorbance of each

BSA standard as a function of its concentration.
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Bradford Protein Assay

The Bradford Assay was used
column.

to detect the

This method of protein detection

Coomassie

to the protein.

Therefore, the

is

more

amount of

protein/fraction eluted

based on the proportional binding of the dye
protein present, the

more Coomassie binds when

examining concentrations within the linear range of the assay (5-25 mcg/ml).

Albumin (BSA) was used to

from the

Bovine Serum

create a standard curve (Fig 32).

This standard curve gives the equation used to determine the amount of the protein in the sample

based on the measured absorbance:

mg protein = (absorbance + 4.76"^ / 1.65'

However, column chromatography did not
dimeric forms of

successfiilly identify presence

HK tinder the specific experimental conditions used.

(9)

of monomeric and
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APPENDIX ni -SDS PAGE
SDS-PAGE
native gels.

8

cm

SDS-PAGE

room temperature

X 10

for a total

and 10%

SDS

mini-gels with a total of 10 sample wells

electrophoresis

was

100

at

V (Hoefer power supply),

SDS-PAGE

of 3 hours.

gels

at

room temperature

in 1.0

10% SDS

at

for all non-

constant voltage at

were composed of

M Tris (pH 6.8) buffer. A

acrylamide^isacrylamide mix was polymerized with 0.10%

and

was used

5%

stacking

mix and was polymerized with 0.10% TEMED, 10% ammonium

acrylamide/bisacrylamide

persulfate

cm

room temperature

M

in 1.5

loaded with Ix sample buffer consisting of

Tris

10%

(pH

15%

resolving

TEMED, 10% ammonium

persulfate

8.3) buffer.

(v/v) glycerol,

Hexokinase samples were

0.1% bromocresol

blue,

2%

(w/v)

SDS and 88% 50 mM Tris-Cl buffer (pH 6.8).

Figure 33 shows that the

BSA

KDa) and dimeric forms (132 KDa)

monomer

protein

band of

monomeric form of

HK

BSA

poor.

in lanes

C

indicating that

and

is

F.

it is

present predominately in

monomeric (66

HK however, has migrated farther than the

smaller than 66

existing at approximately 52

multiple proteins smaller than 52-66

is

MW marker

KDa.

HK

KDa

and

is

most

likely the

protein samples also contain

KDa indicating that the purity of the protein

from the supplier

93

132

Kda

66Kcla

Figure 33. An SDS-PAGE gel with 5% stacking and 1 5% resolving gels. 1 mg/ml of both HK
and BSA molecular weight marker was loaded. Gel was run at room temperature for 3 hours at 100
V.
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APPENDIX IV - ANOVA and t-test Statistics

Table

5.

Oneway ANOVA

for

ATP osmotic pressure data
ANOVA

KM

Table

7.1.

Oneway ANOVA

for

HK stability (0.83 mM)
ANOVA

VAR00008

Table

8.1. t-test for

DH stability (0.83 mM)
Independent Samples Test
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APPENDIX V Km values measured in the presence of PEG
-

Table

9. Kinetic study

molecular weight

Km values for glucose(mM) measured at pH 9.0 in Tris-MgCb buffer.

PEG tested is an average of n=3

trials.

MW2 000

MW6 000

MW 10 000

0.1215 ±0.0101

0.1396 ±0.0034

0.090 ±0.009

0.1233 ±0.0147

0.1452 ±0.0157

0.1387 ±0.0230

—

0.5

—

0.115 ±0.000

2

0.103 ±0.016

0.120 ±0.017

Wt%

3

3.5

4

—
—
0.117

+ 0.012

0.100 ±0.011
0.106 ±0.017
0.108

+ 0.009
0.145

0.099

+

0.012

7.5

—
—

9

0.100 ±0.014

0.086 ±0.015

10

0.084 ±0.010

—

11

—

0.082 ±0.096

12

0.093 ±0.009

—

14

—

0.076 ±0.018

15

--

—

7

+ 0.013

0.088 ±0.009

—

0.131 ±0.013

0.1 16

±0.006

0.104

+

0.007

Each
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APPENDIX VI - PVP, PVA and PEG K„, values
Table 10. Kinetic study Km values for glucose (mM) measured at pH 9.0 in Tris-MgC^
Each molecular weight PEG, PVA and PVP polymer tested is an average of n=3 trials.

Wt%

PEG

PEG

PVA

PVP

MW2 000

MWIOOOO

MWIOOOO

MWIOOOO

0.1215 ±0.0101

0.090 ±0.009

0.132 ±0.015

0.1441 ±0.0173

—
—
—

2

0.103 ±0.016

4

0.117 ±0.012

—
—
—
—
—

5

—

0.145 ±0.013

6

0.099 ±0.012

—

0.1233 ±0.0147

0.1387 ±0.0230
0.1519 ±0.0210

8

—
—

9

0.100 ±0.014

10

0.084 ±0.010

12

0.093 ±0.009

15

—

7.5

buffer.

±0.013

0.131

—
—
0.1 16

±0.006

—
0.104

+ 0.007

0.120 ±0.019

—
—
—
—
0.105 ±0.027

—
—
—
—

0.1354 ±0.0184

—
—
—
0.130 ±0.019

—
0.128 ±0.017

—
0.1 17

±0.017

—
—
0.108 ±0.010

—
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APPENDIX Vn - Km and Kd values for kinetic and fluorescent comparison

Table

11. Kinetic study

Km values for glucose (mM) measured at pH 9.0 in Tris-MgCb buffer.
pH 9.0 in Glycylglycine-KCl buffer. Each molecular

Fluorescent study K<i values measured at

weight

PEG tested is an average of n=3

trials.

PEG MW 10 000

PEG MW 6 000

Kinetic study

Fluorescent study

0.190 ±0.009

0.155 ±0.007

5

0.145 ±0.013

0.1 15

10

0. 1 1 6

± 0.006

0.097 ±0.008

15

0.131+0.007

0.091+0.009

Wt %

±0.006

100

APPENDIX Vin - Kd values for fluorescent dimer study

Table 12. K<i values for glucose (mM)
two molecular weight PEG's.

for both site

Wt% PEG MW 6 000 PEG MW 6 000
SITEl
0.083

± 0.006

SITE 2
2.526

± 0.747

1

and 2 of HK dimer

in fluorescent studies for

PEG MW 10 000

PEG MW 10 000

SITEl

SITE 2

0.078

± 0.008

2.700 ±1.111

1.5

0.049 ±0.006

1.734 ±0.339

3

0.038 ±0.009

1.536 ±0.528

5

0.058 ±0.007

1.601

±0.449

0.058 ±0.007

1.601

10

0.066±0.007

1.821

±0.516

0.058±0.009

1.250±0.427

13

—

0.071

±0.009

1.918 ±0.653

0.153

+ 0.027

2.602

15

0.075

+ 0.008

—
2.234

+ 0.855

±0.449

+ 2.239

(.'.(''^

